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You've heard the saying: Less is more. My favorite professor used this term once for literary journalism, and when I've heard the saying, Less is more. My favorite professor once applied that concept to literary journalism, and when I stumbled upon the website of onesentence.org, I immediately recalled his priceless challenge: Write short, write easy. Sometimes the most powerful
story is the simplest. Onesentence.org is a collection of reader-presented stories that are told using a single sentence. Some are touching: Today I washed my mother's hair for the first time, a glimpse into the role of reversal of aging. Others allude to internal confusion and guilt: I was the only one who could swim and could have jumped in to save him in time, but I just stood there
in shock and will never forgive myself again. There's love: I've heard over and over again that you should marry your best friend, but my best friend didn't agree as much as I did. And everyday humor: He hates melted cheese, but wants pizza. The website is an experiment in brevity and invites readers to tell their story in the least of the words and there is a story archive as far as
May 2006.Tell us what is your one line of story? MemoMaster 3.5 From JBSoftware belongs to that too large category of software feature list heaven and implementation purgatory. MemoMaster (free) is basically a freeform text database, such as TreePad Lite, AskSam and several others, with an extensive list of additional features. These add-ons include an Excel-compatible
spreadsheet, the ability to create fill-in forms, import/export Word and Excel files, and very rich formatting options. Most of these features work-type. First, a few warnings. The download is a shareware version where many features are enabled that go away after 30 days when you go to the free version. There is a private version that has the same feature set in the free version, but
which costs $19 and removes the nag from the screen window. Then there are the small office and enterprise versions, which gradually offer more features at gradually higher prices. Unfortunately, most really cool features require at least a Small Office version; when the 30-day trial expires, the function set will collapse significantly. For this 30-day character, the Calculation field -
essentially a spreadsheet memo - loses the ability to calculate by becoming only a large grid in which you can type numbers. Cannot create templates. You can't even drag items in an outline to rearrange items ,although you can still move them to folders through menu options. While The MemoMaster shareware feature set is impressive, it's also a bit quirky. The Import microsoft
word does not handle certain types of formatting perfectly, although I observed no obvious data loss. The calculated page has a very rich function, but if you enter the formula incorrectly, it won't warn you or let you re-enter it; It deletes deletes without an error message or warning. Type a long formula and leave one bracket in the field and type it again. The interface's response
capacity is low. When I created the new memo, I received an Invalid Section Number error that required me to leave an error in the dialog five times in a row; but I could not imitate what led to this error. On the positive side and there are many positives, MemoMaster has quite a few features to add information to your information--icon tags and background colors, for example.
Many other features, such as links between memos, formatted tables, and detailed search results, are only available in business versions. MemoMaster won't save you the opportunity to remind you, as non-functionality features seem to be available before you try to use them. They're not even gray. you need to actually try to use the feature to find out if you have access to it.
MemoMaster 3.5 is a program I really would like, but the free version is too feature sparse for my needs, and my experience of the occasional quirkiness of the functionality of the office version makes me hesitant to pay. I recommend trying to download it, though, because there are a lot of good ideas here. Even if the free version is not what you need, it can prove to you that one
of the paid versions does not.--Ian Harac Note: If you buy something after clicking on the links to our articles, we can earn a small commission. For more information, see our partner link policy. Last updated on October 22, 2020 How would you feel if you share a personal story and notice that the person you were talking to wasn't actually listening? You probably wouldn't be too
excited. Unfortunately, this is for so many people. Most people are not good listeners. They're good pre-procurements. The thing is, real listening requires work - more work than people are willing to invest in. The quality of the conversation is about giving and taking. Most people, however, just want to give - their words, it is. Being a host at the end of the listener may seem boring,
but that's important. If you're looking after someone and paying attention to what they say, it's a sign of caring and respect. The problem is that participation requires an act of will, which sometimes contradicts what our minds naturally do—wandering aimlessly and thinking about listening—the greatest thoughtful act. Without active listening, people often feel outrageous and
uncognized. That's why it's important that everyone learns how to be a better listener. What makes people poor listeners? You can learn good listening skills, but first let's look at some of the things you can do that make you a poor listener.1. You want to talk to yourself, who doesn't? We all have something to say, right? But when you look at someone who pretends to listen all the
time, they plan for everyone mentally. the things they say, it's button service for the speaker. yes, maybe what the other person says isn't the most exciting thing in the world. However, they deserve to be heard. You always have the opportunity to steer the conversation in a different direction by asking questions. There's nothing to talk about. It's even normal. Remember, however,
that when it is your turn to come, you want someone to listen to you.2. You don't agree with what's saidThis is another thing that makes you inadequate listener-hearing something with which you disagree and immediately tuning out. Then you lie waiting so you can tell the speaker how wrong they are. You're eager to make your point and prove the speaker wrong. You think that
when you tell your truth, others know how wrong the speaker is, thank you for setting them straight, and I invite you to clarify what you have to say. Keep dreaming. Disagree with your speaker, however frustrating that may be, there is no reason to tune them out and prepare yourself to spew their staggering objections. Listening, you can actually glean an interesting nugget of
information that you had previously not known.3. You do five other things when you're listening It's impossible to listen to someone when you're texting, reading, playing Sudoku, etc. But people do it all the time – I know I have. I've actually tried to balance my checkbook while pretending to listen to a person on the other line. It didn't work. I had to keep asking, What did you say? I
can only admit it now because I rarely do it anymore. With my work, I've managed to become a better listener. It takes a lot of focus, but it's definitely worth it. If you're really listening, you have to: listen! M. Scott Peck, MD, in his book Road Less Travel, says: You can't really listen to anyone and do something else at the same time. If you are too busy to actually listen, let the
speaker know and arrange another time to talk. It's so easy!4. You call yourself a judge At the time you listen, you decide that the speaker doesn't know what they're talking about. As an expert, you know more. What's the point of listening? For you, the only sound you hear when you decide they're wrong is: Blah, blah, blah, blah! But before you bang that hammer, just know that
you may not have all the information you need. To do that, you really have to listen, don't you? Also, make sure you don't judge someone in their accent, how they sound, or structure their sentences. My dad's almost 91. His English is sometimes a little broken and hard to understand. People mistakenly assume that he doesn't know what he's talking about-they're quite wrong. My
father is a very intelligent man with English as a second language. He knows what he speaks and understands the language perfectly. Remember this when listening to an alien, or someone who may have a hard time their thoughts into words. You know some things that make a lower listener. If none of the above points will affect you, excellent! You're a better listener than most.
How to be a better listener For an interview, but let's just say that maybe you need some work in the listening department and after reading this article, you make the decision to improve. So do you have to do a few things to make this happen? How can you be a better listener?1. Pay AttentionA a good listener is attentive. They don't look at their watch, their phones, they don't think
about their dinner plans. They are focused and paying attention to what the other person is saying. This is called active listening. According to the skills you need, active listening involves listening to all senses. In addition to paying full attention to the speaker, it is important that the active listener is seen listening – otherwise the speaker may conclude that what they are talking
about is not interesting to the listener. As I mentioned, it's normal for the mind to wander. We're still human. But a good listener will rein these thoughts back as soon as they notice their attention is shrinking. I want to point out here that you can also listen to body tips. You can assume that if someone keeps looking at their watch or over their shoulder, their attention is not in
conversation. It is important to simply pay attention.2. Use Positive Body LanguageSa you can infer a lot of human body language. Are they interested, bored, or anxious? Good listener body language is open. They lean forward and express curiosity about what is said. Their facial expression is either smiling, showing concern, conveying empathy, etc. They let the speaker know
they're being listened to. People say things for a reason – they want some type of feedback. For example, you tell your husband: I had a very difficult day! and your husband will continue to check his newsfeed while his head is sneer. That's not a good answer. But what if your husband looked up with questioning eyes, put his phone away and said, Oh, no. What happened? So
how does that feel? The answer is obvious. According to Alan Gurney, the active listener pays full attention to the speaker and ensures that they understand the information that is being provided. You can't be disturbed by an incoming call or Facebook status update. You have to be there and at the moment. Body language is an important tool to ensure you do so. Proper body
language makes you a better active listener and thus more open and receptive to what the speaker says. At the same time, it shows that you're listening to them. 3. Avoid interrupting the SpeakerI's sure you don't want to be in the middle of a sentence just to see another person holding his finger or mouth open, ready to step into your unfinished verbiage. It's rude and causes
anxiety. You'd feel more than likely to need to rush into what you're saying your sentence. Interrupting is a sign of disrespect. It's essentially saying, What I have to say is much more important than what you're saying. When you interrupt the speaker, they feel frustrated, hastily and irrelevant. Interrupting the speaker, disagreeing, ad out, etc. causes the speaker to lose track of
what they say. It's extremely frustrating. Whatever you have to say, you can wait until the other person is finished. Be polite and wait your day!4. Asking questions Asking questions is one of the best ways to show that you're interested. If someone tells you about your ski trip to Mammoth, not responding, it's nice. It would show a lack of interest and disrespect. Instead, you might
ask: How long have you been skiing? Did you have a hard time studying? What was your favorite part of the trip? Etc. A person thinks very much about you and thinks you're a great conversation when you ask a few questions.5. Just listenIt may seem counterintuitive. When you talk to someone, it's usually back and forth. Sometimes, all that you need is to listen, smile or rebuke
your head, and your speaker will feel like they've really heard and understood. I once sat down with a client for 45 minutes without saying a word. He came to my office in trouble. I let him sit down, and then he started crying quietly. I sat with him- that's all I did. At the end of the session, he stood, told me that he felt much better, and then left. I must admit, 45 minutes of word-to-
word was harsh. But he didn't need me to say anything. He needed a safe space where he could be without interruption, judgment, or repaired.6. Remember and follow upPart is a great listener to remember what the speaker has told you, then after them. For example, in a recent conversation you had with your co-worker Jacob, he told you that his wife had received a promotion
and that they were considering moving to New York. Next time you bump into Jacob, you might say, Hey, Jacob! What happened to your wife's promotion? At this point, Jacob knows that you really heard what he said and that you're interested to see how things turned out. What a gift! According to new research, people who ask questions, especially follow-up questions, can
become better leaders, land better jobs, and even win second dates. It's so easy to show you care. Remember some facts and follow them. If you do this regularly, you'll find more friends.7. Keep Confidential Information ConfidentialIf you really want to be a better listener, listen carefully. If what you hear is confidential, keep it that way, no matter how tempting it may be to tell
someone else, especially if you have friends in common. Being a good listener means being reliable and sensitive to shared information. Whatever they tell you confidentially, it can't be revealed. Confirm to your speaker that their is protected with you. They're relieved to have someone with whom they can share their burden without fear that it will come out. Maintaining someone's
confidence will help deepen your relationship. Also, one of the most important elements of confidentiality is that it helps to build and develop trust. This can allow a free flow of information between the customer and the employee and acknowledges that the customer's personal life and all the problems and problems they have owned them. Be like a therapist: listen and respect
judgment. NOTE: I must add here that while therapists keep everything in the session confidential, there are exceptions: If the client may be an immediate threat to himself or others. If a customer puts at risk a population that is unable to protect themselves, for example in the case of child or parental abuse. 8. Maintain eye contact When someone speaks, they usually say
something they consider meaningful. They don't want their listener to read the text, look at their nails or bend poop in the street. The speaker wants to see them all. It lets them know that what they say has value. Eye contact is very powerful. It can convey a lot of things without saying anything. Today, it's more important than ever with the Covid-19 pandemic. People can't see your
whole face, but they can definitely read your eyes. Eye contact, I don't mean a heavy, creepy stare-just look at the sleeping speaker's direction does. Next time, make a point in the conversation to maintain eye contact with the speaker. Avoid the temptation to look anywhere but on their faces. I know it's not easy, especially if you're not interested in what they're talking about. But
like I said, you can point the conversation in the other direction, or just let the person know you have to go. Final ThoughtsHearing carefully adds to your connection to someone in your life. Now, more than ever, when people are so disconnected due to smartphones and social media, listening skills are critical. You can build better, fairer and deeper relationships by just being there,
paying attention and asking questions that make the speaker feel like they have to say questions. And isn't that a good goal? So people feel like they're reading? Go out and start listening to them. You have two big ears. Now use them! More tips on how to be a better ListenerFeatured photo credit: Joshua Rodriguez via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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